Ashtar
Ashtar is well-known in modern metaphysical circles, both as a group entity, the Ashtar
Command, and as an individual. As an individual, he is a core member of The LightSource
Group, channeled by Laurel Steinhice and others. His particular areas of expertise fall
primarily into these categories: space travel/other worlds/other lifeforms, certain aspects of
present and future Earth history, and the very early history of planet Earth. People who are
interested in space travel and in their lives on other worlds often come to Ashtar for
information, and he works closely with our healing teams, especially in providing appropriate
transport for entities who wish (or are being directed) to leave the planet for various
destinations.
Channel’s notes: My first impression of Ashtar, as he initially came through me in 1990,
can be summed up in one word: power. I have since come to know him as a multifaceted
person, infinitely loving and with a wry sense of humor. We have grown very close, and
hardly a day goes by that I don’t consciously communicate with Ashtar. It’s been quite an
adventure!

Azrael / Uriel - Archangel
Azrael (Uriel) is the Archangel of Life and Death. She helps spirits who are about to be
born move into the bodies that will house them, and she helps those who are dying to let go
their bodies, as they cross over into the afterlife. She is the patron of crystalline lifeforms,
both organic (such as humanity and other animal life) and inorganic (such as stones and
crystals). People most often come to Azrael for information about crystals, and for
information about life-threatening illnesses, death and dying.
Channel’s notes: Azrael first introduced herself to me (and through me) as a LightBeing from the Planet of Crystal Light (Yra-AA). Early on in our relationship, she took me on
an out-of-body journey into a crystal, and to the home planet which I now know to be my
own home, as well as hers. In channeling, Azarael has always been a definite crowd
pleaser. Everybody just loves her - including the animals. I had known her for months
before I found out she was an ArchAngel, and for years before I found out she was “the
Angel of Death”. She has taught me about (among other things) crystals, and about what
Angels are like, and how to address them (“He” is ok; “she” is ok, but you would never call
an Angel “it.” They don’t like that.). She/he has spoken through me in both the high
feminine-sounding voice and the deep masculine-sounding one … and in either case, the
feel of the signature energy is exactly the same. I adore Azrael, and think of her as one of
my best buddies.

Buddha

The Buddha was born Gauthama Siddhartha, in India. Through a personal spiritual
journey, he achieved enlightenment and is now called The Buddha, The EnLightened One.
Since his death-crossing out of the Siddhartha incarnation, he has returned to walk the Earth
in other incarnations as well. (See also HO-TOI.) People come to the Buddha for good
advice, to help find balance in their lives, and to talk about how they may have known him
personally in one of his earthly incarnations.
Channel’s notes: When I channel the Buddha, I marvel at the ways in which infinite
beauty and sheer power are woven together, harmoniously. He is strong, calm, supremely
confident.

Edgar Cayce
Edgar Cayce was called “The Sleeping Prophet” during his recent incarnation (1877 1945), and has since to be probably the best known, most widely read, and most often
quoted psychic/seer since Nostradamus. Able to enter a deep-trance state at will, he gave
more than 14,000 readings. Works based on these readings have been translated into many
languages, and have sold millions of copies around the world. He is called “the father of
holistic medicine,” and is credited with having foreseen - or inspired - a great many natural
healing remedies, techniques and/or devices. It was he, also who reintroduced the concept
of reincarnation into Western thought. For more information about the Cayce incarnation
and the original readings that came through him, you may contact the Association for
Research and Enlightenment, in Virginia Beach, Virginia. These days Edgar serves as a
Guide, from spiritplane, rather than as an incarnate ‘sleeper’ through whom information is
channeled. He continues to teach, through a number of channels such as Laurel Steinhice,
and is a remarkably vast and complex source of information! People turn to Edgar Cayce for
health information, earthchanges reports and forecasts, reincarnation data, information and
insights into Atlantis and Lemuria, and wise counsel on a wide range of topics.
Channel’s notes: Although I had known for decades that I was psychic and a channel, I
had just begun to “go public” with these skills when Edgar showed up. He was introduced to
me by my then (and continuing) Spirit Guides, Bill Steinhice (my late husband) and Arthur
Ford. I was blown away. Wow!!! Edgar Cayce!!! As I said “How do you do, Mr. Cayce?” and
performed the invisible equivalent of shaking hands with him, he took my hand and held it,
saying “Please! … call me Edgar.” To start with, I thought his speaking through me would
be a sort of guest appearance, in which he would give a program and then go away again,
leaving me feeling honored everafter … but that’s not what happened. Edgar came in,
spoke, and (at my invitation) made himself at home. He soon became the Guide who most
often speaks through me - he tells me it is because my personal vibration and his are so
strongly compatible - and now, over 13 years later, we are still together, closer than ever. It
is a deeply satisfying partnership which has brought me more information, more exciting
experience, and more joy than I would ever have thought possible. It has shaped my life.

Arthur Ford

Arthur Ford was one of the best and most well-known mediums (channels) of all times,
and there are numerous books about his life and career. He worked primarily as a
communicator, across the lines of life and death, rather than as a seer, such as Edgar
Cayce. Although he is now based on spiritplane, since his death in 1971, Arthur still works
as a communicator. Speaking through channels Ruth Montgomery, Laurel Steinhice and
others, he helps people obtain information about their friends and relatives on the other side,
about their Spirit Guides, and about how to begin - or to expand - their own channeling.
Channel’s notes: Although I had been doing “automatic writing” since I was 12 years
old, I didn’t start letting the Guides speak through my voice until the mid 1980s. Arthur was
the second person to speak through my voice. (The first was my late husband, Bill.) Arthur
helped train me as a trance channel, and it was through him and Bill that I met Edgar
Cayce. Early in our relationship, Arthur asked me to send a message from him and his team
to Ruth Montgomery, and I did. I never really expected a reply from Ruth - but she
graciously sent me a card saying that she had received the message, and had verified it with
Art and her other Guides. I was so thrilled at the validation! Arthur is one of the founding
members of our communications team, and we still work closely together.

Ben Franklin
Benjamin Franklin is well known as a founding father of our country, and as a versatile
inventor and philosopher. He is a wise counselor - and a free thinker, non-judgmental,
innovative, and yet very practical. People come to Ben for advice about government
(including the “shadow government”) and politics, and to ask questions about historical
details of the American Revolutionary period, but he can speak well and wisely on virtually
any subject.
Channel’s notes: One of the things I treasure about Ben Franklin is his unabashed
caring for our country and its government. He looks to the future of America with a keenly
penetrating gaze, overlooking nothing, yet with deep love in his voice, and a zeal to solve
problems, instead of just whining about them. There are ways in which our country is still his
brain-child … his passionate focus … his dream and delight.

Gabriel - Archangel
Gabriel is known as God’s Messenger. He is the ArchAngelic Great Communicator who
guides and directs that infinitely vast body of messaging traffic between heaven and earth.
As such, he is the patron of channels, psychics, telepaths, writers, and communicators of all
media. He teaches clarity, detachment, and language skills. He is sophisticated and up to
date, and loves the internet. Gabriel is also one of the four positive ArchAngels having
Dominion over the Earth, along with Michael, Raphael and Azrael.
Channel’s notes: Gabriel is so constant a presence in my life that I am (usually) hardly
aware of him. As a writer, a channel, a speaker and a teacher, I count on him to help me
find the right words at the right moment, and use them effectively. As I have chosen to
pledge myself to clear and accurate communication, to the highest degree that is humanly
possible, I also rely on him to show me the error of my ways and help me toward a fuller and
broader understanding of the paths of Light. He is like a fiber-optic cable reaching from the
Universal into my life: he is Light, upon which information is transmitted.

Gaia

Gaia is Mother Earth or Mother Nature. She has traditionally been regarded as the giver
and sustainer of life, the great mother of all. She is a goddess-figure whose divinity and
authority are Earth-based, embracing the entire planet, without being linked to any particular
religion or philosophy. She holds all Earth-things in her heart, unconditionally.
Channel’s notes: When I channel her, I feel Gaia’s energy to be very much like that of
Mother Mary or Kwan Yin or other goddess figures, but with an energy “flavor” that reminds
me of the smell of clean rich earth in a plowed field that is ready for planting.

Grandfather Black Elk
Grandfather Black Elk has only recently joined The LightSource Group, since his
crossing to spiritplane. His specialties are Native American concerns and earth care. Black
Elk speaks mainly to those who feel an affinity for him, and ask him to come in as a Guide.
He is especially happy to be able to converse and share energy, through Laurel Steinhice
and other channels, with those who knew him in his recent incarnation.
Channel’s notes: I didn’t really know Grandfather Black Elk before his crossing to spirit
- I had heard him speak, but had not met with him personally. Yet when I first began to
channel him, I was immediately struck by the difference in his energy-presence. The
signature essence was the same, but the voltage was stepped up a thousandfold. When he
was incarnate, he had a strong energy - but compared to his power after the death crossing,
that was only the tip of the iceberg!

Haaton
Haaton is relatively new to Earth, although swiftly becoming more widely known.
Although he does speak through her occasionally, Laurel Steinhice is not his primary
channel. He is a powerful Being, who is now in the process of being phased in as an
authority figure in a segment of Earth’s future that we call “Fallback Earth.” Haaton is
especially good at weather-related energy work, mathematics, and planetary gridwork.
People come to him with questions on ecology, conservation, Earth-healing and right use of
will.
Channel’s notes: Before I had channeled him, someone mentioned Haaton to me and I
checked him out, with my Guides. Ashtar and Michael vouched for him, and introduced us.
My impression of him is that he has a lot of powerful warrior energy - a good friend to have;
a real protector.

Hilarion

Hilarion is a part of the team of ArchAngels and Ascended Masters who have helped to
shape the Earth’s history, and have shepherded the planet along on its journey toward a
rendezvous with destiny. As such, he had been serving a sort of “internship” on the way to
assuming primary responsibility - godhood - for a planet of his own. (He got it relatively
recently, circa 1993-94). Although he is still channeled by several Earth-based people,
including Laurel Steinhice, his primary focus is now on “his” planet. Most of the people who
seek out Hilarion through the channel of The LightSource Group have some personal
connection to him, remembering him fondly, and wanting to renew the energy-connection.
Channel’s notes: I met Hilarion through Ashtar and St. Germaine, and had only been
channeling him a couple of years when he got his own planet and shifted focus. When we
heard about his promotion, my friends and I naturally dubbed the planet “Hilarious,” and the
name stuck. A couple of us have done out-of-body journeys to Hilarious, on sightseeing
trips.

Ho-Toi
Ho-Toi is “The Laughing Buddha”, also known as Satai, and by other names as well. He
is indeed The Buddha, but from a later incarnation than the one in which Gautama
Siddhartha achieved enlightenment. He is outrageously playful, and teaches the wisdom
and healing power of joy. People come to Ho-Toi for all sorts of concerns … and just
because he’s a lot of fun to be with.
Channel’s notes: Ho-Toi is the Buddha aspect I channel most often, and has come to
be a close companion of mine. He’s playful and mischievous, but never mean. He
understands humanity well, and can be very earthy in his language, at times. He’ll tell jokes
and play little tricks on us, but they are always lovingly presented, and he also comforts and
counsels wisely. If I need to use chopsticks, I channel Ho-Toi - he helps me out with his
practiced Oriental expertise. Everybody loves Ho-Toi!

Isa (Jesus)
Isa (Jesus) is our brother, who lived an earthly life in such a way as to become the
resurrected Christ. “Isa” is from the Aramaic, and it was by this name that he was known
when he walked the Earth as a man. As a Guide and friend, he is all the energy-reality of all
the wonderful things Christianity and other religions have said about him - and so much
more. His personal energy-essence is very similar to Mother Mary’s, and like her, he
belongs to everyone … to the world. People come to Isa for help with any and every
personal concern. He is comforter and protector, counselor and teacher. He deeply
involves himself in healing work, and is also especially active in support of past-life
exploration, whether focused on his Isa lifetime or on other eras. He teaches that service is
not (and should not be) sacrifice … it is pure joy.
Channel’s notes: The first time I channeled Isa, which was in the summer of 1988, I
wasn’t expecting him to come through me. A client asked for him, and he just showed up and when he did I knew who it was, because of the depth of my emotional response to him
and because I experienced the signs of the stigmata. When I talked to him about it later, in
private, he said “I knew you’d want a sign, to prove it was really me.”
“You and I talked about this a long time ago,” he went on, “before you were born into this
lifetime. You agreed to it … you’ve been prepared for it … and the time has now come.”
Since then, I’ve really gotten to know him on what you might call a first-name basis, and he
is (in addition to everything else) a wonderful guy, with a deep understanding of human
nature. I treasure the special times we’ve had together, and all that he has taught me.

Isis
Isis is a familiar and beloved aspect of the Goddess energies. Her areas of focus are on
ancient Egypt and on women’s issues and empowerment. She knows what it is to be a
goddess and a myth, and she knows what it is to be an incarnate woman, a mature and
multifaceted Being from afar who came to participate as a colonist on a new planet, called
Earth. People come to Isis to learn of their past lives in Egypt, and their connection to her.
Many folk incarnate today, both male and female, have lived past lives in her service. She
also works closely with those who have gender-linked issues, and supports female
empowerment, in the Light of free will, wisdom and balance.
Channel’s notes: The Isis energy feels clean and cool to me … she strikes me as being
supremely confident, and enormously powerful. Even before I had channeled her, she came
to my aid during an etheric journey in which I had given battle to a potentially dangerous
adversary. Without so much as shifting her perfect posture or disarranging a pleat on her
pristine white robes, Isis melted into me and blew the challenger away.

Kwan Yin
Kwan Yin is the Amhitaba Buddha, or the Goddess of Mercy. She is a face of the
Goddess energies, closely allied with Mother Mary but with an Oriental emphasis. She is
known worldwide for her kindness, wisdom, and gracious Love. Kwan Yin speaks to us
gently about our choices, and the ways in which we participate in shaping our own lives.
She also shares a wealth of past-life information with us, and speaks of the meaning those
past lives have for us, today.
Channel’s notes: Kwan Yin is a beautiful energy, worthy of our Love and trust. When I
channel her I feel her love for all people, as I do when I channel the same energies under
the Mary name. They have taught me what it is to feel unconditional love - their
unconditional love for me, and, through them, I participate in an unconditional love for
others.

Maitreya
Maitreya is a Being of pure Light, and an aspect of Godhood from whom both the Christ
and the Buddha descended to Earth. He is all that one might expect of Godhood, a divine
balance of Light expressed in Wisdom, Love and Power. He is active in all human concerns
today, and especially teaches balance and the paths toward higher vibration and Oneness
consciousness.
Channel’s notes: Maitreya is a joy and a delight to channel. His energy is at once
comforting and stimulating, and he often shows a playful sense of humor.

Mary - The Mother

Mother Mary is one of the most familiar personifications of Goddess energy – the female
manifestation of the I AM presence. She is the Earthmother, whose powerful and loving
presence has always been with us, extending from the before-the-beginning into infinity.
She is not confined to any one religion, or to any one tradition. She belongs to us all … she
loves us all … she is here to teach us all. She is a core member of The LightSource Group.
People come to her for help in any situation. She comforts us, explains things to us, shares
her wisdom with us, supports us in our journeys of self-healing and balanced selfempowerment, and stands beside us throughout our lives. She helps us to let go of old
blockages, and helps us find forgiveness in our hearts for others … and for ourselves. She
loves us unconditionally.
Channel’s notes: Mary first began speaking through me in 1988, and I was so in awe of
her that I tried to back away, saying “I am not worthy … “. But she said “Let me be the judge
of that! You don’t have to be perfect for me to love you, or for me to work through you.” And
then she asked, “Would you deny me a voice?” I dissolved into tears. The first time I
channeled her before a group, I was so nervous she could barely get a whisper past my tight
throat chakra! But she filled the room with the odor of roses - everyone began to comment
on it, and as they felt her presence intensify, they began to cry. (She so often moves people
to tears.) Now that I’ve been channeling Mary for more than a dozen years, I’m very
comfortable with her - and my love and respect for her have grown, continually. She is
familiar and dear; a central member of my spiritual family. She has taught me so much …
her presence has changed my life, in ways I could not have foreseen. She is unfailingly
‘there for me’ - and for all of us.

Metatron
Metatron is considered by some traditions to be an ArchAngel, and by others to be “the
lesser Yahweh” - the Lord God. He is powerful and all-knowing, and has a great fondness
for humanity and planet Earth. He is above and beyond duality, and generally respected by
positive and negative entities/energies alike. Metatron teaches about the nature of divinity including the divine sparks that are vested in humanity - and the vastness of the Universe
beyond Earth’s small boundaries. People also come to him to talk about their past life
history, especially the lives in which they and he had some significant interactions.
Channel’s notes: Like several of my other Guides, Metatron demands good posture
when I channel him. He is definitely “upright”, both physically and metaphorically. His is the
image and energy humanity has drawn upon in envisioning God as a loving father-figure.
He is “the Ancient of Days,” with abundant white curly hair.

Michael - Archangel

Michael is generally regarded as chief among the ArchAngels, and is sometimes called
“The Sword of the Lord”. He is known, respected - greatly loved - in many ethnic traditions,
and by the followers of many faiths. He speaks through many channels, including Laurel
Steinhice, and is a central figure in The LightSource Group. He is the patron of soldiers and
policemen, and also the personification of the principle of divine Love. He stands at the right
hands of the Christ and the Buddha, of the Prophet and of Gitchee Manitou the Mighty. He
supports every manifestation and aspect of the Light, and is the ultimate Rainbow Warrior
upholding justice and Love. Michael is well-known as a protector, and is also especially
active in bringing through projections on earthchanges and visions of future earth(s) … even
as we speak, he is participating in the shaping of our tomorrows.
Channel’s notes: Shortly after I went public as an Edgar Cayce channel, I heard of
another local trans-channel who was bringing through the ArchAngel Michael - and went to
one of her public sessions. I liked Michael, and was attracted to his energy. At that time,
only a few Guides were speaking through me, and they were (to the best of my knowledge)
all people like my late husband, Arthur Ford and Edgar Cayce, who has once been incarnate
- plus one beautiful and lively voice who spoke with a distinct accent and described herself
as a “space person”. She said she loved crystals, and her name was Azrael. As I was
talking to a friend, wondering whether I could “someday” channel Angels and ArchAngels …
maybe even Michael … Azrael just popped into my voice, and said “You already do! Azrael
be all-same brother-sister to Michael.” (I hadn’t known that, at the time.)
Then Michael immediately came in and announced himself. “I am Michael!” The energy
was so powerful, it filled the room. He went on to explain that he, along with Mary, is one of
the two most frequently channeled Guides - and one of the heavenly Beings who is most
concerned with human activities and with planet Earth. He immediately began to speak
publicly through me, bringing fellow ArchAngels Raphael and Gabriel in with him. They
educated me about the close energy-relationship between the four of them - Michael,
Raphael, Gabriel and Azrael (who was already on my team of Guides, so to speak) - and the
rest is history. To my amazement, I have come to feel an intimate “family” relationship to
these dear ArchAngels. I am secure in their love for me, and in my love for them. They are
my brother/sisters; my ever-present companions … my friends. Somewhere along the line,
during these past 13 years, I signed up as a warrior of the Light in Michael’s service. He has
taught me that path, and we’ve had some exciting times together.

Pan

Pan is a very old Earth-god, primarily known for his patronage of herds and of male
sexuality. He originally came to fame as an Arcadian deity, and was thereafter “discovered”
by the Greeks, who included various tales of his activities and adventures in their own
mythology. Pan is definitely an “earthy” personality, whose energy radiates sexual vigor, but
(although he has sometimes been pictured as having the upper body and face of a man
combined with the lower body of a goat) he is not to be confused with the satyrs, Satanfigures, or other negative entities.
Channel’s notes: When I first channeled Pan, I immediately liked him - and yet, I could
easily see why some people are wary of him. There’s so much sheer power there, and his
energy is so unabashedly masculine. Yet I find him to also be enormously gentle, and
infinitely caring . . . he is, in effect, a representation of “Father Earth.” I once read a book by
some well-meaning New Age author who described Pan as gentle and caring . . . and went
on to state that he had no genitals. When I mentioned this to Pan, he said it really gave him
a good laugh. “So many humans are sexually insecure,” he went on to add, “that they can’t
handle their own sexuality - much less anyone else’s.”
Happily, Gods/Goddesses, Ascended Masters, Angels/ArchAngels and other Guides
(whether Earth-focused or extraterrestrial) don’t generally choose to be personally limited by
the perceptions of humans and their human lessons or issues. They have their own
identities, independent of our view(s) of them - and Pan is, in fact, a very sexy fellow.

Pele
Pele is well known as goddess of fire and volcanoes. Like a flame, she is richly clothed
in brilliant colors, her garments shimmering and ever dancing, never still. Before she was an
ancient goddess, Pele was a young woman, a high priestess of long-forgotten Lemuria, and
before that she was an adventurous young girl who came from afar to settle as a colonist on
the new planet, Earth. She has the heart of a dancer.
Channel’s notes: Mother Pele is a delight to channel. I feel the free-flowing enthusiasm
of her vital inner child, as her energy flows through me. In her own way, she is a
consummate warrior, offering cleansing and protective fire to those who call upon her for
help. She is also a wonderful healer, and lot of fun, as a friend and companion. To dance
with Mother Pele is to know the joy of the fire of life.

Raphael - Archangel
Raphael is one of the four positive faces of the seven “Dominions.” These are Michael,
Raphael, Gabriel and Azrael (also called Uriel), plus three negative faces. He is the
ArchAngel who works most closely with artists and healers, inspiring and promoting beauty,
in all its forms, and wholeness (health), in all its forms. As one might expect, people come to
him for support in their self-healing needs and/or when their creative endeavors seem to
need a boost.
Channel’s notes: While it is also closely attuned to the power and Love of Michael’s
signature energy, I would also describe Raphael’s energy as comforting, inspiring,
reassuring, and uplifting. He is the consummate healer and teacher of healing arts, working
with us directly during self-healing support sessions and providing a full-spectrum array of
healing temples in the etheric which we may visit in our dream journeys, visualizations and
meditations. I always call on him to help in any healing situation, and am often conscious of
his “stepping in”, taking charge of my hands, when I’m doing healing work on myself or
others.

Raziel - Archangel
Raziel is the ArchAngel who serves as record-keeper, historian and archivist for planet
Earth and beyond. He keeps the Akashic records up to date, and integrates each piece of
new information with that which has gone before. People come to Raziel for key
information. He is not the sort of Guide one turns to for personal predictions (an individual’s
personal Guides are helpful with that, as are a number of other Universal Guides), but rather
a consultant for those who are working on challenging research projects or developing new
theories.
Channel’s notes: Channeling Raziel can be a bit demanding on the throat chakra,
because he tends to shout, and speaks swiftly. He’s very forceful and direct; not very
emotional but very loving in a theoretical sort of way.

Sananda
Sananda may best be described as the “Higher Self” of Isa, who became the Christ. He is
pure Light, and pure Love. (See: ISA)

Shiva
Shiva is a Hindu God and Guide, often called “The Destroyer.” That title would be more
correctly rendered as “the destroyer of limited consciousness,” or “the one who breaks down
barriers of consciousness.” He is a powerful warrior and protector, also somewhat of a
provocateur - sometimes he tweaks people out of their comfortable familiar inertias, and
challenges them to get moving and start growing again. He doesn’t usually have the infinite
patience of a Kwan Yin or a Yogananda, but he is wise and just.
Channel’s notes: Shiva is powerful, fascinating, exciting, exotic. I’m very fond of him
and I know him to be a Being of Light, yet I realize that for many Westerners the Shiva
energies may not be entirely comfortable at first. They are an acquired taste.

St. Germaine

St. Germaine is familiar to most spiritual seekers as someone who lived one or more
highly metaphysical lifetimes here on Earth, spanning a period of over 400 years. He is an
authority on both the magical/alchemical and the spiritual aspects of metaphysics. As such,
he helps to mold the vast diversity and infinite inclusivity of The LightSource Group into a
harmonic working balance. He is known as a problem-solver. People come to St. Germaine
with all sorts of questions and concerns and (as it is with Isa, Mary, and a number of the
others,) simply to bask in the power and beauty of his Light. He is much beloved by healers
and Lightworkers, on the physical planes as well as in the etheric.
Channel’s notes: I first heard of St. Germaine in the 1950s, when my husband and I
read a book about him. “He reminds me of you,” I told Bill, who said “I get a really strange
feeling when I read about him, or even when I hear his name … it’s as though I can almost
remember something; it’s just right there on the tip of my consciousness…” (Bill and I
shared an interest in metaphysics. That was a big part of what had brought us together.)
When I began channeling St. Germaine some 30 or so years later, his energy was
distinctly familiar to me. It felt like Bill. And so I came to understand that my dear husband
had been a vessel of the St. Germaine energies - probably one of several, or even one of
many, in recent generations. As I channel him, now, there are many of his gestures and
mannerisms that remind me of Bill … yet I also know, respect and love him in a broader yet
no less personal focus, as St. Germaine. I love exploring past lives with him, especially
those based in Atlantis.

Rudolph Steiner
Rudolph Steiner is another well-known name in modern metaphysics. A multifaceted
individual, he authored a number of books and created such diverse resources as Walldorf
Schools, Biodynamic Farming, and Anthroposophy. Now on spiritplane and serving as a
member Guide of The LightSource Group, he is still deeply involved in supporting the
connection between humanity and its own under-recognized divinity. People often come to
Rudolph Steiner for information about power places and power objects, and to learn how to
journey more easily and more effectively into the microcosm and into the macrocosm.
Channel’s notes: I find the key to putting Steiner into perspective in his own word:
anthroposophy. As “theosophy” means the loving study of God’s wisdom, so
“anthroposophy” means the loving study of humanity’s emerging wisdom. As he speaks
through me, I usually notice how well educated and verbally sophisticated he is, with a
vocabulary and collection of knowledge that would stretch any channel’s reach and grasp. I
also notice how passionate a servant and warrior of the Light he is - truly dedicated to wise
choices, right use of will and positive energy.

Nicola Tesla
Nicola Tesla was a contemporary of Thomas Edison who, like Edison, was intensely
focused on scientific discovery, design and invention. He is best known for the Tesla Coil
and other “free energy” devices. People come to Tesla for advice on their own inventions
and ideas, and for help in balancing the unconventional aspects of their lives with the
ordinary world around them. He is very interested in helping people envision and create the
technologies of the future.
Channel’s notes: Tesla is a delight. In addition to his expertise in the
electrical/electronic fields, he’s a really amusing speaker.

Tsali
Tsali is a Native American (Cherokee) who is historically remembered from the time of
the Trail of Tears. In his present role as one of the founding Guides of The LightSource
Group, his focus is primarily on Native American energies, past-life information, on earth
care, and on the release of earthbound spirits. He is also a Savior figure, having strongly
manifested the Christ Consciousness energies in the Tsali lifetime and since then, on
spiritplane. He is a successor to the “Pale Prophet” energies, which were an earlier
manifestation of the resurrected Christ. Tsali talks to people about their past-life heritage(s)
as Native Americans, and helps to heal old wounds and blockages. In spirit release
(exorcistic) situations, he gathers together the “stuck” Native American spirits and leads
them to their new homes in the happy hunting grounds that have been prepared for them.
Channel’s notes: Tsali is an extremely powerful Guide, who has taught me a great
deal. It was he who taught me to welcome and release spirit attachments, instead of just
trying to “cast them out” of clients’ bodies or properties. It was a major shift of
consciousness, for me. I became a caring and resourceful problem-solver in the exorcistic
arena, instead of just a policeman.

